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Next Steps Reflection Sheet: Matter Unit
Over the past few weeks, we have been working our way through a new unit. Use this next steps
reflection sheet to track your progress.
Where Am I Going?

How Am I Doing?

What Are the Next Steps?

What essential content and skills do I
need to master during this unit?
What key questions have I been
wrestling with?

What evidence can I collect to track
my progress toward mastering
essential content and skills?

What steps do I need to take in
order to continue my learning?

□□ Can I name the measurable

□□ Score on matter unit vocabulary

□□ Can I accurately measure the

□□ Score on states of matter

properties of matter?

test:             

mass, volume, and density of a
solid and a liquid?

□□ Can I explain how the structure

of solids, liquids, and gasses are
similar to or different from one
another?

□□ Can I detail the effect that heat

has on different states of matter?

□□ Review classroom EDpuzzle

tutorials on the following topics:
              .

research project:       

□□ Meet with a peer tutor during

illustration:          .

□□ Ask the following question during

□□ Score on ice cube to water

□□ Other evidence of your learning

(questions answered in class,
contributions to group projects,
comparisons with the thoughts of
partners):

intervention period.

class:            .

□□ Review content on the following
handout:          .

□□ Complete the following extension
activity:           .

Reflection Questions to Answer With a Partner
What do you already know about the
content or skills we are studying?

What wonder questions do you
have about the content or skills we
are studying? What are you curious
about? Why?

What patterns do you see in the
evidence that you have been
collecting about your learning?

How would you rate your overall
mastery of the essential content or
skills in this unit? Why?

Do the grades you earned
accurately reflect what you have
mastered during this unit? Why or
why not?

Which strategy for continuing your
learning do you like the best? Why?

Which concepts and skills are you
convinced you have mastered? How
can you prove you have mastered
those concepts and skills?

How do you know that strategy is
helping you as a learner? Do you
have examples or evidence from
previous units that it works?

Which concepts and skills are you
still struggling to master? How can
you prove you haven’t mastered
those concepts and skills yet?

Who can help you to take a next
step in your learning? Why is that
person the right person to help you
take the next step?
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